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i. Introduction
In the present paper we shall consider systems of binary dependent random variables
which were first studied in the physical papers of Migdal [i] and Kadanoff [2], as a simplification of the widely known Ising model on the integral lattice Z d. One should note that the
Ising model on Z d is a quite complcated system of random variables and for d > 2 the answer
to many important questions for it such as the complete description of limit Gibbs distributions, the calculation of the singularities of thermodynamic functions in a neighborhood of a
critical point, etc., is unknown~
In connection with this many authors have introduced
various modifications of the Ising model, mean field model, spherical model, Dyson's hierarchical model, etc. The results found for the simplified models let one advance essentially in
the understanding of the general situation in the Ising model on Z d.
The Ising model on hierarchical lattices is one of the most widely applied modifications
of the classical model, since it preserves the property of the Ising model on Z d of interaction of closest neighbors.
This lets one assume that phase transition in the simplified
model is similar in its properties to phase transition in the classical Ising model~
On the
other hand, such a model admits different generalizations, which are of great interest for
applications, such as, for example, the Ports model, the XY-model, the gauge model~
The system of recurrence equations which were first introduced in Migdal [i] as an
approximation to the system of renorm-group equations for the Ising model on Z d, is at the
base of the study of the Ising model on HL. in later papers of Berker and Ostlund for the
Ports model [3] and Bleher and Zalys for the XY-model [4] it was shown simultaneously and
independently that the approximate equations of the renorm group found by Migdal are exact
for the corresponding models on a ~diamond-shaped hierarchical lattice (DHL).
It is true that
different terminology was used in these papers, but the name "hierarchical lattice" appeared
in Griffiths and Kaufman [5], in which general definitions of HL were given and their most
important properties were considered (cf. [6]). In particular, the concept of infinite HL
was defined there and it w a s shown that there exists a continuum of inequivalent infinite HL.
Recently a large number of papers [7-Ii] have appeared, in which various HL and spin models
on them are considered as self-sufficient objects of study.
The basic goal of our paper is the proof of the existence of limit distributions for the
ferromagnetic Ising model on infinite DHL. We prove that for low temperatures and zero
external field, there exist exactly two extreme Gibbs limit distributions, and in other cases
the Gibbs distribution is unique.
The definition of Ising model on HL is given in Sec. 2, and in Sec. 3 infinite HL are
described, the limit Gibbs distributions on them are defined, and the basic theorem is formulated. We give the proofs of all assertions of the paper in Sees. 5 and 6, and Sec. 4 is
devoted to the study of various recurrence equations and operators, which arise in the model
considered.
To conclude the paper we consider the possibility of generalizing the results
found for the study of other models on hierarchical lattices.
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Fig. i

2- The ~sin~ Model on HL
In the most general sense an HL is a connected graph which is constructed recursively
according to given rules. A zeroth order HL F 0 is two vertices joined by one edge. Let an
oriented, connected graph r with two different distinguished vertices ~ and 9 be fixed.
These vertices are called outer and the graph F, generating.
We write a recursive procedure
for the construction of the graph Fn+ I from the graph r n.
Let us assume that on the graph F n two outer vertices u, and rn are distinguished, and
we denote by V(F), V(F,), and L (F),L(r,) the sets of vertices and edges of the graphs r and F n
respectively.
We define the operation of "attaching" the graph F n to the graph r along the edge ~ e
L(F). Intuitively, this operation consists of replacing the edge 2 by the graph rn, where
the first distinguished vertex of the graph F n is identified with the beginning of the edge
~, and the second, with its end. Formally, as a result of the operation of attaching, there
arises a graph G,=G,~ ~,, F) with vertices v@)eV(G,)={V(r)u V(F~}\~(/), f(l)},where s(~) and
f(2) are the beginning and end of the edge 2, and edges I(~eL(G,)={L(F)UL(s
w~ere
edges which are incident in r to the vertices s(2) and f(2) (i.e., ones which go to or issue
from these vertices) are considered incident in G n to the vertices ~n and ~n E V(Fn) respectively (cf. Fig. I).
Under the attacking operation the outer vertices of the graph F are considered to be the
outer vertices of the graph Gn. An (n + l)ost order HL is defined by successively attaching
a graph Fn along all edges of the graph P (the result is independent of the successive choices
of edges 2). As an example we consider the HL whose generating graph is a rhombus with
opposite outer vertices (cf. Fig. 2). In what follows, to bedefinlte, we shall basically
consider precisely such lattices, called diamond shaped.
We define the ising model on an HL in the usual way, by associating with each vertex i 6
V(F n) a random variable a i - • and defining the energy (Hamiltonian) of a configuration
a"={a,, ieV(s
by

O, ]>~ v (r)

where the summation is over all pairs of vertices i and j, joined by an edge (over all closest
neighbors), and J > 0 and h E R are parameters of the model, the interaction constant and
exterior field, respectively (the condition J > 0 means a ferromagnetic model).
The Gibbs distribution on an HL is the measure
l ~. (~] ; r , h ) = a / 1 ( r ,

h)exp(-T-~H.((r")),

where T > 0 is a basic parameter of the model, the temperature,

z. (r,

=

exp

(-

(2.2)

and

H.

is the large statistical sum.

3. Limit Gibbs Distributions
First we define infinite HL. By definition of the attaching operation, for each ~ e
L(F) we have an imbedding n~: V,,-+V,+ I. Suppose given an infinite sequence /={It, 1~,...),whose
elements are edges of the generating graph F, i.e~ I:N ~ L(F). We consider the sequence of
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imbeddings

,nil,~l,, ~ :F0-+ F~-+ ~

hierarchical

Then the inductive limit

lattice corresponding

lira F , = F | (/)

__...___>

is called the infinite

to the sequence I.

It is noted in [5] that for different I and I' the graphs F~(/) and F~(/') can be nonisomorphic.
We discuss this question in more detail. It is easy to see that if I=~/i, /.~....}
and l'={l{, ~ ....} coincide, starting from some place, i.eo, s - 2'j if j ~ N for some
0 < N < ~, then the graphs r~(1) and F~(I') are isomorphic.
Now we consider a DHL.
On the
rhombus r we choose one of the two paths leading from the vertex a to the vertex r and we
denote the edges which lie on this path by the numbers 0 and i, and those on the other path,
by I0 and Ii~
It is easy to see that if in the sequence I={/i,/2....} one replaces some edge
2i " 0 by I0 and conversely, then for the sequence I' .which one gets, the graphs F~(1) and
F ~ ( l ~ ) w i l l be isomorphic.
Since the analogous assertion is also valid upon replacing i by
II and conversely, it suffices in what follows to consider only the sequence /={l~=0, I; i=I,
2,~176176 If one defines the parity transformation Y:I={/t, 12....}-->I'={1-/t,l-/~....}, then again,
due to symmetry, r|
and r|
will be isomorphic.
The following general result holds.
Proposition 3.1.
If at an infinite number of places the sequence 7={/~=0, i; i=i, 2 ....
does not coincide with I'={~=0, I;i=1,2 ....}, or with 71 ~, then r,(1) and F~(l')'are not
isomorphic.
The proof of this assertion is given in See. 6 (in [5] it is cited without
proof).
We define the limit Gibbs distribution on an infinite HL. We note that it is the application of the general definition (el~ [12]) to the case of HLo
We set V= V(F~ (/)), L=L(r~(/)),
figuration on V~V N. The function

V^,=V(rN(/)). Let ~u:=(6~,oi~V'iV~.} be

an arSitrary con-

<i, j> : i~ V~, j e V\V~

where H~,(~~) is defined in (2.1), is called the Hamiltonian with boundary conditions a .
The Gibbs distribution with boundary conditions ~N is the measure
~ (~u i&U) = E~I ($~)exp ( --T-I Hx (~, %N) },
where

EN(6~),

(3.2)

is the large statistical sum of the model with boundary conditions.

Definition~

By the limit Gibbs distribution we mean the limit

~ = lim ~N(oi&,~),

exists for some sequence of boundary conditions ~N (the limit is understood
convergence of finite-dimensional distributions).

if it

in the sense of

We call the sequence I=~/~=0, l: i=I, 2....} degenerate, if there exists an index N > 0
such that ~i " 0 or ~i ~ i for i z N and nondegenerate otherwise.
We denote by #+ and #- the
limit Gibbs distributions (if they exist) with boundary conditions 6~m +] and ~
- I respectively.
The following theorem is the basic result of the present paper.
THEOREM.
Let I be any nondegenerate sequence.
Then for all values T > 0 and h the
limit distributions #+ and #" exist for the Ising model on the DHL F~(1).
In addition, any
limit Gibbs distribution # is a convex combination of them ~=a~ ++(1-a)~-, O ~ a ~ l .
There exists a critical point T e > 0 such that for h - O, ~+ coincides with #" if T ~ T e
and does not coincide with it if T < T e. For h ~ 0 and any value T > 0 ~he limit Gibbs
distribution is unique (i.e., #+ coincides with ~').
We prove this theorem in Sec. 5, and now we make the following remarks.
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I. As follows from Aizenman [14] and Higuchi [15], the analog of the theorem formulated
is valid for the classical I s i n g model on Z 2. A complete description of the limit distributions for d > 2 has not yet been found although there are various partial results here (cf.

[16]).
2. If the sequence I is degenerate, then one outer vertex of the graph D~(I) has an
infinite number of neighbors.
Then in (3.1) the sum is divergent and the limit Gibbs distribution is not generally defined.

4. Recurrence Euuations
We define the conditional

statistical

Z,(~', ~r", T, h ) =

sum (CSS) of the Ising model on a DHL
!

exp{-T-lf-/'.(~")},

o ~r

(4.1)

GTn = 0 m

where the s,m.nation is over all configurations of spins ~"={~i, /eV.} under the condition that
the values of the spins on the outer vertices an and rn are fixed.
We set P.=Z.(+I, +I), Q.=
Zn(+l, -I)=Z.(-l, + I),Rn=Z. (- ], -I) (we note) that all of them depend on T and h, but later,
for brevity, we shall not indicate this. We note that the DHL, rn+ i consists of four sublatrices rn "attached" along outer vertices~
Two of these vertices are the outer vertices
~n+1, ~.+i of the lattice rn+ I. We denote the other two by ~+i, @.+i- We calculate the CSS
Z.§ ~ (~', ~") in two steps. First we calculate it under the condition that the random variables
o~ are fixed not only for i =a.+ x, ~.+i, but also for i=~.+I, @.+r
Then

Z.+~(~', ~", ~', ~')=Z.(~', ~')z.(~', aDz.(a', ~gz.(a", ~").
Afterwardswe

Sum over ~', a"
Z.§

~3=

~

Z.+x(~', ~", ~', ~")= ~

Z.(~', ~')Z.(~', ~")Z.@', ~")Z.~", ~").

Substituting the concrete values of ~' - +i and a" - +I into this equation we get the recurr e n c e equations for Pn ,. Qn, Rn
P . + x__- P .4+ 2 P 2. Q 2. + Q .4= ( P . 2 + Q ~ 9..,
Q.+I=Q2(p.+R.)~;
The initial lattice F 0 contains two vertices " o ,

2

2~

ro in all, so

Z o 0 r ,, cr")=exp { T -~ [ J ~ ' ~ " + ~ - 1 h(~' +cr")] }.
Substituting o '

- -+I, o" - +I we get the initial conditions
Po = exp (T -1 (J + h)) ;

Qo = exp ( - T-1J) ;

for these equations

R o = exp (T -x ( J - h)).

We see
z . = V R./P.,

t.=Q./I/R.P.,

(4.2)

and in these variables we write the recurrence equations of the renorm group for the Ising
model on a DHL
gn+l=
with the initial conditions

z0=exp

2 2
z.(z.+t.)
1 + znz t.~ ,

t.+l=

t z (1 +z2)..
.z "1"t.)
z (1 -t-Z.~t.)
*
(-.

(4.3)

(-Y-~h), to=exp (-2T -~ J).

For h - 0 for all n, zn ~ 1 and
t.+ ~= ~F (G) - 4t=./(1 + t~.)~.

(4.4)

The map t ~ ~(t) has two stable fixed points t - 0 and t - i and one unstable fixed point
t c = 0, 2955977... on the segment [0, i]. In addition the sequence t,+~=~'(t,) converges to
t - 0, if t o < t c and to t - I , if t o > t c.
The recurrence method of constructing HL also lets one get an equation which connects
the Gibbs measures for lattices of different orders.
Let ~N be fixed arbitrary boundary
conditions on F ~ . ( I ) \ I ~ ( 1 ) (I is a fixed nondegenerate sequence), and !z~(w'r I~r~v) is the Gibbs
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distribution with these boundary conditions, defined b y ( 3 . 1 ) and (3.2)~
For any n < N we
choose a sublattice E,(1)cFg(1), we denote by ~ ( a n ) the Gibbs measure on Fn(I) with zero
boundary conditions, and we rewrite the Hamileonian (3.1) as a sum

where only interactions between spins defined on V n occur in the first summand,
rest in the second.
It follows from this that
Fx ( ~ ! 8av) = t . , x ~. (a") exp { - T -~ # . , u (~", ~ "

and all the

! ~ 9 }.

(4.5)

Summing both sides of the last equation over all spin variables defined on V~\V n we get
the basic formula for proving the existence of limit distributions,

(4.6)

I~., ~ 6r" [ a ~) = L.. ,~ ~. ( ~r") F., ~ ( ~" I ~ ) ,
where

F,, ~v=S(i,+*)
Snr+ 2
n+l

" "

"

SN'(iu)/~N,t,/, &cO, I,

(4 7)

-

and the functions

F~,.N(aN)=F:c.N(aN]~N)=L(6a~)exp(T-a

J~'@~)"

E
< i , j > : i~V N,

(4.8)

)~l'\V~r

We consider (4.6) and (4.7) in more detail.
Since on DHL the interior spins are connected with the boundary conditions only though the outer vertices =N and rN the function
FN, N depends only on
+ ) , F~r ~, ( - ,

-),

~%, a-.~ and can assume four values in all:

F~',N(+, +), FN, x (+, --), f'~,N (--,

which lets one consider it as a four-dimensional vector of values.

In order to explain how the operators
rewrite the Hamiltonian from (4.5)

~(~2 are constructed, we set n

(i,j): I~VI,l,

so that in
get

H N_L

only constraints on spins from

FN-I,'v=LN-1, t r

Vn\VN_~

N

1 and we

jeV\V m

occur.

Then, as in (4.6)-(4o8), we

exp{--T-XHN-X,N (~'~-x, ~

N"

N~N~I

Since HN_I..~(~N-I, ~N~N-.)) iS the sum of Hamiltonians of three sublattices of order N -- 1,
(except for FN_I(1), which belongs to the Fn(l ) we have chosen), one can represent the last
equation as
3

FN-,,#(~,~,: ~;§

E

FN'N(O% ' ~;r H

E'exp{-T-'HN-~(o'v-~'~)},

where 'the first sum is taken over all pairs of values of spins at the vertices ~Jv-~ and VN_ ,,
which do not coincide with the outer vertices ~N-~ and ~..~_~ of the sublattice F~ii(1). and the
second is over spins a i of one of the three sublattices with fixed boundary spins.
Then

tN!,.uF~_I.,,(~.~._I,=,~_I)=

~
~N--I'

Z~_I(~_,, :~-0 Z~_I(:~_~, ~-0Z~-I(=,,_~, ~_~)F~.~_~, ~-0- (4.9)
r%,_~

Here, for brevity we write ~N-~, V~-i.... instead of c~, : .... (4.9) is valid for ~N - 0. If in
the sequence I, 2N - I, then it is necessary to replace k~, N(E~._~, =~_~) by PN.X(@~'-~, --N-~) in
the formula.
It is convenient to write the recurrence formula for the "vectors of boundary conditions"
F~,N in matrix form: F~,_LN=S~FN.~, ~ where SN is a square matrix of order 4. If ~N - 0, then
up to a numerical factor the matrix SN has the form
I + ~.~,tx< z-~:tlv+-N~x
,~tN+-NtN -,vtx+ZNt x

S~O)N

-"

0
0

0
0

0

0

-3
ZNtN-.~.~NI N

0

0

"~ r
4 o
.r4 #2 . - 6
zTvt~'+zNtx~
-N,N-rzy

(4~

-3 3
5
~.NrN...~.ZNIM
'
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where z~ and t~ are calculated from (4.3).
For s - i the matrix Ss has analogous form, but
with the second and third rows and columns interchanged, i.e., in this case SN coincides up
to a numerical factor with the matrix S~)~-K
~m)
K, where
N
-~N
1
K=

tO

0

0

0

0

Ox

1 O)

1

0

0

0 0 0

1

"
(im )

Analogously, for all m = n + l ..... N; F,,,_~.~=S,.F~,.x,
where S,:,---S,n , i , . = 0 . 1
(we write the formulas
for S= up to a numerical factor (el. the Remark in See. 5)), from which (4.7) follows.
For the rest of the paper we make a comment.
If one replaces all factors S~,I~ in (4.7)
by KS(,~
then since K 2 - E we get the product of matrices S~,0~, between which, matrices K
will be inserted, in the places where l,,#l,,+v
We combine each operator K with the operator
S~ which precedes it, and we d e n o t e S},~ by S~,I' again.
Then we again get in (4.7) the
( i,. )
,~
product of operators S,, , where i~
0 if I,,=I~+~, and i= - i if Im#l,,+t (if I,V+~=I, then
before all the operators S(/f there will stand one operator K but it has no influence on the
rest of the discussion connected with the proof of convergence of the vectors Fn,~).
For
reference we give the form of the matrix S~)=S~)K

(
S~ )=

.3.,

+ ztvtTv

ZntN+.z~tN
0
0

We consider some properties
First let h # 0, T > 0.
fol lowing:
4.1.

0

-tTvtTv+ z.~,.Tv

0
:~tv+ZSNt~
z~, t~ + Z3NtN
0
~ z u + z,vt~,.
4~
z~,t

of the matrices

0

0

(4 l l )

. 3 , 3 ~ .p5 ~,
~N~NT-N~N

0

"

z~,t:~+ z 6

(4.10) and (4.ii) and their limits as N ~

Then for variables zs and t~ which satisfy

If z 0 < I, 0 < t o _< 1 then

lim (tN,zn)=(l,O ).

Here:

(4.3), one has the

ItN-l] +zN.~Cexp(-y2~),

where C, 7-> 0.
It follows from this assertion that for

h#0, liraS(~)= liraS(~=S,

where for the limit

matrix all elements except s n - 1 are equal to zero.
For h - 0 (i.e., z N - I) we set

{

S")(O)

lim

t~--~

for

to<t~,

S~~=S<') (to)= SO~(c) for
S (0 (1) for

to=t,,

(4.12)

t o> tr

From (4.10) and (4.11) it is easy to find the form of these limit matrices.
For t0<tc,
S(~
is the matrix for which s~~
and the other elements are equal to
zero. For t o > t c there are two limit matrices S c~ (|) and S t1~(|), for which all the elements
different from zero are equal.
For t o - tr we also have two matrices S [~
and S ~I)(c), which
are obtained from (4.10) and (4.11) for z H - I, tN - t=. In what follows we shall use the
matrices S (~ (c) and St1~(c), divided by 4to~
In this case S ~~ (c) will have two eigenvalues

>~~176

and 0<X~~176

and SU)(c) w i l l have one

X~*~=l.0<?~D,k~t~<l

and IA4[ < 1.

All

eigenvectors fi(~ and fl~), corresponding to these values have the form (x, y, y, x) or (x, y,
--y, --x); here fl~
and f~~
We note that the vectors of the transposed matrices
(St~
and (S(*)(c))*, corresponding to the eigenvalues (X~~
* = I, are equal to (f}o)).=(f~l)),=
f~ =(I, t~, t~, l).
To describe the action of the product of the matrices S~~
and S(a)(c) on a
four-dimensional vector g, we need the following:
LEMMA 4,2.
number of ones.

Among the terms of the sequence
Then
n

lira

(H

{i,=O. l: n=l, 2 ....}, let there be an infinite

)

S"~(c) g= (fl, f~)

k=l

To conclude this section we make some comments~
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I. As already noted, the "vector of boundary conditions" is the four-dimensional vector.
of values FN, N=(FN, N (+, +), F~.N (+, --), F.~.N(--, +), Fs, N (-, -)). where each component is
2N

2~"

k=l

k=l

where ~k~),c~2~ mean the values of the spins from VkV ~ connected with the outer vertices a~ and
r~, respectively.

2. In the course of the proof we shall use normalized boundary condition vectors, choos4

ing the normalization so that

]IF~,~[]=I

i~ I=I.

The norm of matrices used in the proof is

i=l

[[A ii=Z

]au 1; here all the matrices and vectors considered are bounded in this norm.

Every-

where in what follows e I denotes the unit vector with one in the i-th place.
3. One should note that the matrices

S~=~ (cf. (4.10), (4.11)) have nonnegative coeffi4

cients and have the following property: if x~>0, Z

x~>0

and

-(~)
S~ (x~, x~, x~, x~)= (y~, y~, y~, y~),

4
then y~1>O,Z Y~ >0"
i= I

5, Proof of the Basic Theorem
All the arguments of this section will be given for the Ising model on an infinite DHL
F~(I), where I is a fixed nondegenerate sequence so we shall not indicate the dependence on
I. We divide the assertion of the basic theorem into two propositions, from whose validity
the basic result follows.
Proposition 5,1. For T < T~ and h - 0, there exist two extreme limit Gibbs distributions
~+ and ~" and any Gibbs limit distribution ~ is a linear combination of ~+ and ~'.
Proposition 5,2, For T ~ Tr and h - 0, and also for h # 0 and all values T > 0 there
exists a unique limit Gibbs distribution.
The proof of these propositions reduces to the proof of convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions ~n,N to a limit as N ~ ~ or in other words, the convergence of the
functions F,,N(~"I%~) to a nonzero limit (cf~ (4.7)).
First we prove that one can choose a sequence of normalizing factors

L,,~>0

so that

lim s NF.. N(~ ]SN)= •, ~ (W) # 0
exists.

Since

~,.N(~"]~) is a probability measure,

.

n

Consequently, the positive limit

h m L . , ; = lira ( Z L. ~F.,.(~'l~av)~.(#))-X=L.

<~

s"

exists; it follows from this that the limit

lim F., N(o" I ~ ) = lim Lg%. tim L., MF., N(~ I~)=Lz'~A, ~ (r
exists and is not equal to zero. The arguments cited above permit us in what follows to
-%)
choose an arbitrary normalization of the vectors Fn, N and operators 5, . We shall denote all
the factors which arise here by the same symbol i~,~ and if nothing special is said, the
proof is carried out "up to normalizing factors".
(I)

For the operators S, ,i,=0, I, and the limit operators
and (4.12), we formulate the following assertion.

S(0(t0),defined by (4.9), (4.I0),
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LEMMA 5.1.

For 0 < zn -< i and 0 < tm _< i one has the following estimates:

I) [IS~')-S(O(t0)[{~<x" for n>n0>0,
2)

where

=N+I =N+~ ... N+, II~<C for all

0<x<l;

n and N ;

3) there exists an index m o such that for N > m o,

,=c~,,,+,)
~o.+,)
~N+I

sup

O N + 2

9 .

oS ~ % + / _ SCO ( t o ) . . sr (to) tl <~',:/",
.

,

where 0 < v < I, i k - 0, 1 .
We shall not prove the validity of these estimates.
We only note t h a t i) follows from
(4.3) and the estimates of the rate of convergence of the numbers zN and t~ to a limit as N
and 2) and 3), from Lemma 3.2 of [13].
In the proof of the propositions,
(i.e., h - 0, T < T c) in more detail.
the proofs g o by an analogous scheme.

we shall consider the case of "coexistence of phases"
In the case of uniqueness of the Gibbs distribution,

Proof of proposition 5,1. The proof of the existence of the limit Gibbs distribution,
as already noted, is equivalent to the proof of the existence of

lira F., N ( ~ I ~v) = F., ~ (~") # 0
%1~ +I, we denote

under a sequence of boundary conditions 5~ we choose boundary conditions
the boundary condltion vectors by F +, a n d w e prove the Cauchy criterion
Um
Let M -

N'/2.

N'>N'.

IIF.+~-F+N.[I=0,

(5.1)

We consider the inequallty"

II ,,.-F:. ,,,,

It{11

:..

-

_ S No-M II IIF ~ , ~, 1{+ IIS~,~+~P. 9 9 S ~ "~) - S N'-M }t IIF ~ . N-11 + IIS N~- ~ ' F ~ . No - s ~" -,4 FN+ ~, II },

where

SfS(~

(IJ(0).

Since

S~=S,

from the assertions of Lemma 5.1 we get

II F.+. No--F. +, ~. l{ .< 2C ~"12 + It S( F+o, m-- F~,. N.)l{.
From (4.13), considering Remark 2 of the preceding section, we have that for all N > m 0,
I{F~,N--el}I~<%N,
Hence

0<vo<l.

(5.2)

{IS F ~ , N - el l}~- NS (F~, N-- el)ill ~< c0~N , a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y ,
I}F .+, N- --F+N,
,,,
II<~2CvN'I"+2Cov~'<<-C'vN'I2,

(5.3)

+
(this
from which (5oi) follows, i.e . , the limit of the F+~ exists.
Now we show that F~,~#0
is an important question, since we are not tracking the normalization of the vectors F.,n).
Using Lemma 5.1 and (5.2), we have
.-~.

It r.+.N-el
,

whence,

l{ =

!1(S~.'~?) " 9 s~>- S ~-") F~, N + SN-" ~ §.N, N--el)N ~<vnY2'{-cvN,

a s N ~ =0,

l{F + | - e l It -< ""/=,
consequently,
i{F+.= 11# 0
for sufficiently large n 0.
sidering Remark 3 of Sec. 4, we have that IIF,
+ ~II>0.

(5.4)
But since

.,.~+~-~~

_(i ,) F ,,.
+ = .
.. .~,~

Con-

Thus, we have proved the existence of the finite-dimensional distributions
~,+~(G") of
the limit Gibbs distribution p+. Analogously one establishes the existence of the finitedimensional distributions
~,+ ~. We note that ~+ goes to B" under the map a i ~ -a i. Just as
one gets (5.4), one can get

IIF~ ~-e, 11~<:/=,
showing that F . + = # F ~ , ~
for sufficiently large n, so the finite-dimensional
~,, = and ~Z.~ do not coincide, and ~+ * ~'.
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distributions

To conclude we show that if for some sequence of vectors FN, s a nonzero limit Fn,=,
exists, then
F.. ~ = a F.+, ~ + ( 1 - a ) F ; . ~,

0~a~<l.

(5.5)

In the proof of (5.5), the following lemma is key.
4

LEMMA 5.2 .~ Let

4

>>~O, Z X(iN)=

x~m

FN. N = ~ X~N) e,, where
i=t

and 06

I. Then there exist numbers

I=1

aN_s~<l (depending on FN,~) and N O > 0 such that for N > N o
--I
IILN_3,
NFN_s.N--aN_sel--(I--aN_3)e41F<~,

0<vl<

1.

For simplicity of exposition we shall consider only the case when in the product
S(IN

2)

-

ArL-~ S~N-~I)S~N) all the i are equal to zero.

First let F~,~=e~~

If Fx, N=et, then by Lemma 5.1,

llFx-3, ~-eiI]= i[:=C~

oN_=C~ION=~0~-- S3)e111~< C~S

Analogously, if Fx, N=e4, then IIFx_3.N-e411~<CvN.

We consider the case FN, N = e ~
Calculations according to (4.10) show that as ts ~ 0,

and

FN,.~=%o

S~O)
eto~ 1 ~N
e~o) e2 = 2t2vel + O (t~),
N--2 )'-)N-S~~
It

~'~-l~t~~'~(~

=2t~e4+O(t~).

follows from the estimates found that
4

IS(O)
~(0)
I!"
IV--2~

Q(O) (. Z x~N) ei.--(Xl
)
(N) +2tNX2
2 'N) ) e l - - ( x 4(N) +2INX~3
2 N))e4
l=I

<<"

<. (Xim + ~N)) C ~N+ (x~m + Xgm) Co t 3 <. G (vx + t ?v) (xl m +2t~x22m) + 2t ~ t~v~+ xat~),
C l = m a x {C, Co}.

where

We set

L~v- s, ~ = ~ m + 2t~ x[ ~0 + "~'~ .x~ _~ ~.~) .

~v(x~ + 2 t x x ,

).

Then one can write the last inequality in the form
][ L N, _- I3

N S'0)N-2"-'N-I~(O)~

Z

X!N)e/)- a~-z el-(l-

a ~ - 3 ) e4 ,~
[[ ~<,,N

which is what had to be proved.
The general case (different indices i) can be obtained
analogously.
Lemma 5.2 is proved.
Now let
Ftl) _~(i+~)
n, N--~-~n+l

""

.s~N__ja)ex' F~4) _c(i+~)
n, Pg--On+l

(~_~)

9 - "SN--3

ea.

It follows from Lemma 5.2 that for N > No,

rlL~_s,~F., ~ - a

N-3

F n"). N - - (l-a N - 3 J,=~4~
r n , Nl,.

~ ( ; + ~. . . . ="N-~)(LN_,~F~_~
N--3
,
.N--aN-zel--(l -a~_~)e4)[I <~,,~.

=]I~n+l

Moreover, by Lemma 5.1 and (5.2),

and analogously,

![F,+N_3-F..~ Y,,II-- ~ ou~;"§
- + I . . . . =~N-3 t'Lv--3, N - - 3 - - e l ) II<~v N
' ! F,.~-3- F ~.X,,~<'~N
~*~ *
for N > N o . Thus
,"L x-a, ~ F., x - a N_ 3 F~n,N_3--(1-aN_ a) F~. N_3 I] <~"q~

Further,

from

(5~

for

N - N'

a n d N" ~ ~ ,

we g e t

that

I!F-*. , ~ - 3 -F ~,-+ ~II.<C'~mL
$O

]iLN-s, NF,,.N--a~.-aF.~ o~--(1--a~-3)F~,~I}<~ v~,

N > No~

From the sequence a~_se[O, I] we choose a convergent subsequence

lim aG_~=a~

Then the limits

k~o

exist over this sequence and
LF., ~=aF+~+(1--a)F~,

~.
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Hence,
~., ~ (r

=L.,

|

~. ( ~ ) ~., | ( ~ )

= L.,.L ~" Ca") ( a F . +., = Ca") + C 1 - a)F/, = ( ~ ) ) = L . ( a

=

tz.,+ ~ ( ~ ) + (l - a) ~j, ~ (~)).

Summing both sides over o= we get that l=L.(a+l-a)=L., so
which is what had to be proved.
Proposition 5.1 is proved.

~..,r

for any n,

Proof of ProDosltion 5.2. Let Fc,1)
N and F~,2)~ be vectors which correspond to two different boundary conditions.
Acting according to the same scheme as in the case of coexistence
of phases, we get the estimate
11F~'.% - I~2)N. II ~ 2C vN'I' + II S ( ~ (to). 9 9S (') (to) F~} )-. u- - Sti' ( t o ) . - - S (') (to) F~ 88 N' [i,
N" ---M

N'--'M

where
limit

M

N'/2, N" > N' so to prove Proposition 5.2 it suffices to show that in all cases the
lira So~(t0)..~
exists, is not equal to zero, and is independent of the vector F
-

(up to normalization

factor)~

For T - T,, h - 0, this follows from Lemma 4.2.
For T > T c, h - 0, the product

S(q(1)...S(O(1)=U,
'

matrix with all elements

identical,

'

provided not all i - 0.

Here U is a
4

~

which carries any vector to a vector parallel to e = ~

e~.

For h . 0, T > 0, in view of the symmetry of h and -h, realized by the substitution o i *
-o i one can assume h > 0. Analogously to the p r o o f of Lemma 5.2 for any vector F of boundary
conditions, we have
n+l

9

. .

s?' F = C

+ 0
(i.+, )

where M is the index of the last one in the indices i of the operators
relation shows that for a nondegenerate

sequence I "the limit

S.~

...S~~).

(i.+t).. .S~N)F exists
lim S.+l

This
is not

N-~0C

equal to zero, and is independent of F. The rest of the proof is analogous
Proposition 5.1. Thus, the basic theorem is proved.

to the proof of

6. Proofs of the Auxiliary Assertions
Proof of Prouosition

r|

Let

3.1.

J.={k.+i ..... k.+.},

We let

F.,|

where k i - 0 ,

.... =t.+,, ~i.+ r.cr~(1)be
I; m -

~I~+.+~ ... ~k+, I~.cr~ (1). e shall call the subgraphs

i, 2, .;.

We let

the image of F n in

F..~(L J.) .... =&+.+~

F., ~ (t J.) generalized edges of o r d e r n.

Let us assume that there exists an isomorphism ~ of the graphs F~(1) and F~(I').
that
i) for any n there exists a Jn such that
subgraph F= is a generalized edge of order n;
2)

~9(Fn,~(1))#r.,~.(I'),

if

~(['.,~(1))=F..~(I',J.),

We assert

i.e., the %mage of the

/.+/.+~-#l'+/~+l(mod2).

Assertion I) is proved by induction.
For the rhombus Fj, ~ (I) it can be verified directly. Let us assume that it is valid for F._t,~(1). The graph F.,~{/) consists of four subgraphs F.-I, ~(t J.-1). By the inductive hypothesis, each of these subgraphs goes into a generalized edge of order (n - i) in F~(1).
We denote by #N-I the transformation over the graph F~(1) which consists of replacement
of each generalized edge of order (n - i) by an ordinary edge.
Then ~._tl~n,~(1) is an ordinary rhombus and the isomorphism ~ induces a map of this rhombus into r
F~_ (I'). As a result,
there arises a rhombus in #._IF=(I'), to which there corresponds in F~(I'), a generalized edge
F..~(F,J.) of order n. Thus, we have that ~:F..~fO-~P..~(LJD, which is what had to be proved.
One verifies assertion 2) by direct calculation of the number of edges issuing from
outer vertices of the graphs F., ~ (I) and F.. ~(I').
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It

follows

from assertions

L (9 ([": ~ (/))) 0 L ( r . , ~o ( I ' ) ) = 0

1) a n d 2) t h a =

L (~ (r., = (I))) U L ( F . , ~ ( I ' ) ) ~ O

for all k _< n since Fk. ~ (I)<[~.,~_ (/}-

If

and consequently,

there exist an infinite

I. +].+i~I~+I~+i (rood 2), then from the last relation
L(~(Ek,~([))}('~L(F~(1))=O,.._where L(P~o(I'))=UL(F..~(1)),, but this contradicts the

number of indices n such that

we have that
assertion

n

that ~ is an isomorphism.
Proof of Lemma 4,1.

The proposition is proved.
It follows directly from (4._3) that 0 < tm < 1 and

z.+~

~+t.2

z~ -- l+z~,t~. < 1.

Consequently,

-- , , ~/ -.~2 - ~ < " ' ~ < - .o2 ",

so

limz,=O.

if

O~<zo< l.

We r e w r i t e

1 +2z.~+z~.

(4.3)

in the

form

~,, {z.. t.)

+..+..t.+..,t.

(6.1)

1 +~./t.

Z . + ~ = Z . 2t . 2 -l+z~/,~
- . = c = z . t2; " ( I
i , z.t.

Z ' ) r~z(:., G}.

,

(6 2)

t~.

It is easy to verify that ~i, ~2 ~ I as n ~ ~. We choose an N such that
for n >_ N and we show that there exists an n >- N such that za/t= -< i.
Let us assume that for all

n>~N,z./t.>~l.

(1 +

z.+l---n-4

I/2<~l , ~e<2, 2.<I/4

Then

~2 < 4:4 ;

t,,.l = t~, ;a-W-~.~.+>~
t. t2.

It follows from this that the sequence zn decreases much faster than tn.
l--N

2z. ~<(2z._ 0 4 ~<(2z._ 2)1~ ~< 9 9 9 ~<(2Z.) 4
-.,

2

4

--.

2"-N

t . ~ t._~ >1 tn-2 ;~" 9 9 o >I tl~

In fact,

,

,

from which
2=. < (2z.)
t.

We c h o o s e a n n s u c h t h a t
zn/r~_> 1 for all n > N.

(1/2)f-N<tu.

(1/2) 2

tN

tN

Then 2zn/q

"

/

"

< 1 which

contradicts

Thus, we have found that there exists an index M ~ N such that
this is true for all n _> M.
(6~

z~/tM

Let us assume that Zn/t n _< 1 for some n >- M and we show that then
by (6.1), we have
Zn-/rl --,,22t2

t.+~ - - ' " "

the

assumption

_< I~

that

We show that

=.+I/t.+i~<I.

Dividing

( 1 + ~/~ -~ ~< 16z;.o
t.~ )

~

(6 3)

But 16zn z__< I for n -> N, which proves the proposition.
Simultaneously, from (6.3) it follows
that lira""=0, since lira :.=0. Here it follows from (6.1) that lira t.=l, which proves the
lemma~
We note that an estimate of the rate of convergence of (in, zn) to (I, 0) also follows
from the proof, namely, z.<.z~
~ ]t.-I r<~C'_o', where C is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We let N" and ~o be the subspaces of vectors of the form (x, y, y,
x) and (x, y, -y, -x) respectively,
Then [~ci[l~ [Ic~[Io=N ~ and they are invariant relative
to the operators S{0}(c) and S{1}(c). while on ~" these operators coincide.
We represent the
vector

g = ~ l f~ + = z f 2 + g ' ,
where f~, f~e//e are eigenvectors of the operators
~2 < l, and g'el2 ~ Then ~ l = ( g , f~)/(f~, f~) and
n

k=l

S{~

and S {I}(c) with eigenvalues A I = i ,
n

k={
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fd
Fig. 3

so
r)

n

k=l

k=l

It remains to prove that the second summand is equal to zero.
Let fi~ f~~176 be eigenvectors
of the matrix S(~
with eigenvalues Aa - 1 and 0 < A 4 < i. We write the action of the
operators S(O(c) and SU)(c) on the space II~ in the basis %=Cf~ ~ uz=f~~ where we choose the
constant C > 0 below.
Then

S (~ (c) ~ A =

where the coefficients

k4

C -~ s o~

s~o.

/'

sio are found from the equations

)+,,, (,, _88
,-w-)+'," (1,

'

and, as calculations show, one can choose the constant C so that
wlu1+w2u2, !iwli=~w~+w ~. We write g ' = ~ u 1 + ~ u ~ .
Then

) Dwli<~z! w ,

where

-:<l, w =

n

where V ~,))2 + Lis(,))2
~<zr, V ~i2 +~2,
2 and rn is the number of ones among the numbers /i. " " , i,,. This
2
estimate is explained by the fact that application of the operator S(~
(i.e., multiplication
by the matrix A) , does not increase the norm of the vector ( Z.(j)
T , ~_?)) - and application of
S (I'(c) (multiplication by the matrix D) decreases it ( times.
Since the number of ones among
the numbers il, i2, . . . is infinite, we get that IirnI~")~vI
,vo_~"h,=(0, 0).

which proves the lemma.

7. Conclusion
The DHL considered in t h e p r e s e n t paper corresponds to the simplified Migdal equations
for the two-dimensional Ising model.
To the Ising model on a d-dimensional integral lattice
Z d corresponds an HL with generating graph F d (cf. Fig. 3), in which the number of inner
vertices is equal to 2 d'1. The theorem proved in the paper Fig. 3 carries over without any
special changes to an HL with generating graph F d. As to generalizations to HL with other
generating graphs, they are connected with the study of the recurrence equations corresponding
to the given generating graph: the set of limit Gibbs distributions may depend essentially on
the properties of these equations.
Another direction of generalizations is related to change of type of random variables~
Apparently it is straightforward to carry the theorem proved over to the Ports model, in
which the random variables assume q - i, 2 ..... N values (of. [7, 8, II] on the Ports model
on DHL).
It is much more difficult to study limit Gibbs distributions in models with continuous
symmetry, for example, the XY-model, where the random variables ~ S 1 c ~2
This is connected
with the fact that for these models the solution of the recurrence equations at a critical
138

point is unknown. Using the results of [4], one can study the limit distributions for them
in the domains of very small and very large values of T.
The recurrence equations found also let us calculate various thermodynamic characteristics of the Ising model on HL: free energy, magnetization, critical indices, zeros of statsum,
etc. Due to lack of space we are unable to give these results here, but we hope to return to
the description of the calculations we have made in a Separate paper.
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